LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
Expansion Pack #2
Expansion packs must be played in order. Play at least most of the players from
expansion pack #1 prior to adding these players.
This pack has 8 females – all optional and may be played in any combination.
YOUR NEW PRE-GAME GUEST SITE IS: http://yourmysteryparty.com/teenawards
CHARACTER

MIRANDA
CASGRAVE
Actress, Singer

Optional female

MIRA CUNIS
Actress

Optional female

KIRSTIN
STEWARD
Actress

Optional female

EMMY
ROBERTSON
Actress, Fashion Icon

Optional female

BONNY
WRIT
Actress

Optional female

ANNIE
HADAWAY
Actress

Optional female

BRIEF BIO
Miranda’s career was kick-started by her starring roles in
commercials as a child. She had her film debut when she
was only ten with the hit movie High School of Rock.
Miranda later ventured back to television and landed roles
on Nickelodeon, soon becoming one of the highest paid
teen actresses. Unfortunately, Miranda has a big problem
with interrupting others, and can be quite taxing to speak
to at times.
Hailing from the Ukraine, Mira came to the U.S. with her
family in hopes of starting a film career. She got
everything she ever dreamed of by the time she was
fifteen by landing her first television role on The ‘70’s
Show. Mira is ultra-competitive with her Hollywood
counterparts, and sometimes, this can lead to heated
debates.
Kirstin Steward is a talented actress but personally, she is
one of the most awkward people you’ll ever encounter.
While speaking to Kirstin, she will stare directly into your
eyes without blinking while adding periods of uneasy
silence. Be cautious of being stuck in a lengthy chat with
her unless you enjoy being uncomfortable.
Emmy is the beautiful cousin of the uber-talented actress,
Julia Boberts. Because of her connections, Emmy had a
golden road paved for her to the Hollywood scene.
However, the fashionable starlet will be the first to boast
she would have made it on the big screen without any
help. Emmy is a bit narcissistic.
For years, Bonny Writ lurked in the shadows of Hollywood
as the little sister of Don Weasel in the movie series
Harvard Spotter. She has grown to be one of the most
gifted actresses and most beautiful faces in Hollywood.
However, she is ill at ease around her attention-grabbing
colleagues from the Harvard Spotter series. Bonny craves
the spotlight.
Annie Hadaway is one of the top actresses in the
entertainment industry. She has Academy Awards to her
name, as well as a few Emmy Awards. Her colleagues,
especially the up-and-coming actresses, are often
overcome with jealousy over her success. However,
Annie takes their behavior with a grain of salt, as she is
used to envious rivals.
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Glamorous evening
attire, long, dark
brown, flowing hair
(wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long medium
brown hair (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, shaggy dark
brown shoulder length
hair (wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long blonde hair
(wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, vibrant red hair
of any shade, length
(wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, dark brown,
short shag hair (wig if
needed).

CHLOE
MORITZY
Actress

Optional female

ADELIA
Singer, Songwriter

Optional female

Known best for her roles on the exciting movie series
Kickin’ Booty, Chloe is a serious breath of fresh air. She
is one of the friendliest stars in Hollywood, and is humble
to the core. Everybody wants to be Chloe’s friend.

Glamorous evening
attire, long, messy
blonde hair (wig if
needed).

Adelia is the Scottish-born singer and songwriter who has
come out of nowhere and topped the American charts with
several number one hits! This shining star is an overnight
success story, and she’s modest to boot! Adelia is an
absolute pleasure to be around! Rumor has it that she’s a
top contender for the Teen Idol of the Year!

Glamorous evening
attire, long, dark
brown, flowing hair
(wig if needed).
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